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1. The term socialism refers toa) Theoretical aspect
b) Practical aspect
c) Both theoretical and practical aspects
d) None of the above
2. Who is a supporter of utopian socialism?
St. Simon b) Kant c) J.S. Mill d) Rousseau
3. Which of the following best captures Kant’s formula of Humanity?
a) Always treat people with humanity
b) Act only to promote the needs and interests of humanity in general
c) Acts only in ways that are compatible with all humans acting similarly
d) Always treat rational beings as things in themselves as thing that have
values in themselves.
4. The main goal of humanism is?
a) To improve the lives of citizens and help their communities
b) To improve socio-economic activities
c) To improve socio-cultural activities and customary laws
d) None of the above
5. The best exponent of Revisionism isa) Karl Marx b) St. Simon c) Edward Bernstein d) Plato
6. Who rejects the doctrine of class war?
a) Fabianism b) Revisionism c) Syndicalism d) Guild socialism
7. Main demand of Utopian socialism isa) Social justice for all
b) Social justice for a group of people
c) Depriving the owners
d) None of the above
8. What are the risk factors for suicide?
a) Depression b) Anxiety c) Physical assault
d) All the above
9. Two common forms of humanism area) Secular and Religious
b) Secular and Evolutionary
c) Religious and Altruism
d) None of the above
10. Who is considered the father of Humanism?
a) Petrarch b) Rousseau c) Lewis d) Plato
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